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The Basics
• One-week summer course

June 14th – June 18th 2004
on Hartnell campus

• Target audience:
– Entering freshmen

with an interest in
science

– 15 students

• Lead instructors:
– Anne Metevier (CfAO)
– Andy Newton (Hartnell)

• Credit transferable to 4-
year institutions, student
stipends
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Content: The Distant Universe

• How do astronomers
observe and learn about
distant galaxies?

• How do we measure the
distances to stars and
galaxies?

• What do the shapes and
colors of galaxies tell us
about how they formed
and evolved?

• What do we know about
how the Universe began?



Course Goals

• Attitude-based
– Excite students’ interest in

science
– Expose them to career

opportunities
– Foster a sense of

community

• Skills-based
– Give students practice

using research skills
– Give students practice

using math skills



Course Goals

• Knowledge-based
– Develop a sense for size, time, distance scales in

astronomy
– Cosmic Distance Ladder
– Understand origin of spectra, what spectra tell us
– Recognize major features of the Milky Way and other

galaxies
– Understand why we use adaptive optics and space-

based observations
– Discuss Big Bang theory



Lectures

• Tour of the Universe
– Solar system objects
– Stars and stellar evolution
– Milky Way and other galaxies

• Structure of the Galaxy
– Disk and spiral arms
– Bulge and nucleus
– Open and globular clusters
– Halo and dark matter

• Origin of the Universe
– Expansion and Hubble’s Law
– Big Bang
– Cosmic Microwave

Background
– Determining the fate of the

Universe



Guided Activities

• Solar System scale model
– Size, distance scales
– Outdoor activity

• Cosmic Distance Ladder
– Split into groups, each use

a method for measuring
distances

– Synthesize

• Galaxy classification
– Hubble tuning fork, galaxy

colors



Inquiry Experience

• Light and Spectra
– How different types of

spectra are generated
– Effect of temperature
– What colors tell us

(about galaxies)

• Build upon inquiry done at
internship short course?

• Work on development at
PD workshop



     Career Talks

• Theoretical astronomy      ➡   computing applications
• Observational astronomy ➡    observatory careers
• Experimental astronomy  ➡    engineering applications

We need people to give these
informal presentations!



Teaching opportunities

• Inquiry facilitator

• Lead small groups
during guided
activities

• Give a career talk

• Contact Anne, Lisa,
Malika, and/or Hilary if
interested!



Questions for general discussion

• Amount and level of content
• Adding activities to lecture

content
• Input on solar system scale model
• Inquiry on spectra

– OK to overlap with internship short
course activity?

– Suggestions on how to make this
activity different

• Add field trip to Lick?



Logistics to work on

• Firm up dates of course
• Status and likelihood of stipends for

students?
• Next steps in recruitment
• Defining application process, selection


